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Economic Problems of Small Feed Mills
In Louisiana
By James F. Hudson, Raul R. Cisneros
AND Bernis Williamson
Introduction
Agribusiness plays an important part in the economy o£ the state o£
Louisiana (Table 1) . Agribusinesses provide employment to thousands
of persons, purchase great quantities of supplies, and pay management
and stockholders from earnings based on Louisiana agriculture.
An agribusiness study entitled "An Economic Analysis of Problems
Affecting the Success of Selected Small Agricultural Businesses in Lou-
isiana" has been initiated by the Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Sta-
tion. The broad objectives of the study are to determine the types of
problems faced by agriculturally oriented businesses, to determine their
incidence and relative importance, to suggest solutions where possible,
and to identify areas in which additional research is needed.
This study of feed mills represents one phase of the overall agri-
business study. For purposes of this study a feed mill is defined as the
physical equipment for grinding grain and mixing it with concentrates,
minerals, and vitamins to be fed to livestock. When a feed mill is org-
anized and operated by management, it is a firm or enterprise. The ag-
gregate of such firms or enterprises comprises the feed mill industry.
Feed is ground not because it increases the nutritive value of the feed,
but because it improves the palatability and digestibility of the feed.
Also, it is possible to add minerals and vitamins evenly to the ground
feed. The efficiency of feed depends upon how well the ingredients of a
feed are mixed and ground. Feed mills which offer well ground and
mixed feeds that are properly balanced provide a real service to the
farmer.
The feed mill industry in the United States is changing. The de-
creasing number of farms, increasing size of farms, growth of bulk de-
livery of feed, the trend toward integration of the feed industry and
livestock production, and the growth of on-farm and custom feed mixing
^ave all contributed to this change.
The main end-products of the feed industry are meat, milk and eggs.
The population increase in the United States, which has increased the
consumption of these end-products, is a vital factor in the development
and expansion of the feed industry as well as the livestock industry.
Much of this expansion is occurring in the South, an area which offers
8
TABLE 1,—Estimated Investment of Some Agribusiness Firms in Louisiana, 1959
Type firm Investment
Dollars
Raw sugar and syrup mills 51,000,000
Livestock auctions and other markets, major slaughter and packing houses 13,000,000
Cotton gins, warehouses and compresses 58,500,000
Oil mills 12,000,000
Canning plants 5,000,000
Rice mills 24,000,000
Grain elevators 21,000,000
Rice driers, rice and grain warehouses 31,000,000
Feed mills 10,000,000
Milk product plants 36,000,000
Poultry processing plants 1,500,000
Lumber mills 50,000,000
Total 313,000,000
Source: Agriculture: Leading, Se^-uing, Unfolding. L.S.U. Centennial Publication, 1960.
suitable and favorable conditions for the future development of the feed
mill industry.
Potential Demand for Feed
The market for mixed grain-feeds in Louisiana is growing as more
farmers increase their production of livestock and adopt better feeding
practices.
Louisiana has increased the production of cattle and calves con-
siderably during the past 30 years.^ The average number of head of
cattle on farms in Louisiana increased from 886,000 during the 1930-34
period to 1,830,000 during the 1956-60 period. The number of milk
cows increased from 224,000 in 1930 to 232,000 in 1959 and annual av-
erage milk production per cow has increased steadily.
Hogs, sheep, and lambs have all decreased in numbers in recent years
in Louisiana. The number of hens has also decreased. However, average
annual egg production has increased.
Production of commercial broilers has been rising continuously,
especially since 1950, in both number and pounds. Production in 1959
was 69.3 million pounds compared with an annual average broiler pro-
duction of 53 million pounds for the period 1955-1959 and less than
1 million pounds for the period 1934-1939.
The above data reflect the upward trend in most livestock and live-
stock by-products in Louisiana and indicate the growing importance of
feed mills in the state if these trends continue in the future.
iLeo Polopolus, Louisiana Agriculture: Economic Trends and the Current Status,
Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin Number 550, January, 1962.
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Objectives
The specific objectives of this study are: (1) to obtain a clearer pic-
ture of the feed mill industry in Louisiana by describing the properties
and characteristics of the industry, (2) to define, or point out, feed mill
problems, and, where possible, to suggest solutions, and (3) to identify
areas requiring additional research.
Scope, Methodology, and Sample Size
The data for this study were obtained from a sample of feed mills
located in Louisiana. Basic information needed for this research was
obtained by personal interview and, where possible, from feed mill
record books.
During the fall of 1960 a questionnaire was mailed to all feed mills
in the state (Appendix A). This was done to verify their location and
also to determine if these firms were currently in operation. Data from
the mailed questionnaires were further used in determining the sample
size to be used for the more detailed study which followed.
A personal interview questionnaire was devised and field tested in
the spring of 1961 (Appendix B). The questionnaire was designed to ob-
tain quantitative and qualitative data that could be used to meet the ob-
jectives of this study.
Data were collected from mill managers, who in most cases were the
mill owners or major stockholders. Although most of the sample mills
were small mills doing custom work, a wide range of sizes was in-
cluded in the sample. The largest mill had a volume of business 50 times
greater than the smallest mill. Most of the sample mills were corporate
or individually owned types of business organizations.
Due to the descriptive nature of the study, a simple statistical analysis
was made of the data. The mean or arithematical average was used fre-
quently throughout the study.
Selection of Sample for Personal Interview
Replacement value and gross volume of business as reported on the
mail questionnaires were used to determine sample size for the more
detailed personal interviews. Based on the two characteristics mentioned
above, it was determined that a sample size of 19 would be representa-
tive. This sample size is equivalent to a random sample of 44 percent
of the population. The locations of the feed mills used in the study are
shown in Figure 1.
5
The Louisiana Feed Mill Industry
The information presented in this section was obtained by the use
of (1) a mail questionnaire and (2) a personal interview questionnaire.
FIGURE 1—Location of Feed Mills and Mills Included in the Study, by Parishes and
Types of Farming Areas, Louisiana, 1960.
®
[ 1
JAy
© \
© Mills included in sample
, Other mills
Type of Farming Areas
lA Upland Louisiana Timber Area
IB Northwest Louisiana Hill Area
2 North Central Louisiana Cutover Pine Area
3 Red River Cotton Area
4 Cutover Flatwoods Area
5 Mississippi Delta Area
6 central Louisiana Mixed Farming Area
7 Louisiana Rice Area
8 Louisiana Sugar Cane Area
9 Southeast Mixed Farming Area
10 Louisiana Dairy, Poultry, and Truck Area
11 New Orleans Truck and Fruit Area
6
Mail Questionnaire Data
The mail questionnaire, in addition to being used for obtaining gen-
eral information pertaining to Louisiana feed mills, was also used to
verify the existence of feed mills operating in the state during 1960. Re-
sponses were obtained from 95 percent of the feed mills to which the
questionnaires were mailed.
During 1960 there were 43 feed mills operating in Louisiana (Figure
1) . The majority of the feed mills, 35 percent, were located in Area 10,
the Louisiana dairy, poultry and truck area. Next in importance were
areas 5 and 7 which account for the largest relative share of Louisiana's
cattle and calves. Tangipahoa Parish- in area 10 had the largest number
of feed mills of any parish in the state. Twenty-five percent of the feed
mills were located in that parish.
Analysis of the mail questionnaire indicated that almost half of the
firms in the industry were corporations. Approximately 38 percent of the
firms were single proprietorships (Table 2^ .
The single plant type of physical organization accounted for 96 per-
cent of the feed mills in the state. This indicates that a separate man-
agement for each firm or unit existed for most of the feed mills in Lou-
isiana (Table 2) .
The average replacement value^ per firm was $90,000 (Table 2)
.
A further breakdown of replacement value is shown in Table 3. The
2A "parish" is equivalent to a "county" in other states.
3"Rep]acement value" is the present value of land, buildings, equipment and fix-
tures. It does not include inventory of salable goods.
TABLE 2.—General Description of 43 Feed Mills, Louisiana, 1960
Description
Number or
amount
Type of legal organization:
Single proprietorship Number 15
Partnership Number 6
Corporation Number 20
Cooperative Number 0
Other Number 2»
Average radius of principal trade area Miles 30
Average replacement value Dollars 90,000-
Type of physical organization:
Single plant Number 41
Part of national chain Number 1
One of two or more in the state Number 1
Average years in operation Number 13
Tncludes a joint venture firm and one unknown.
^Replacement value does not include inventory of salable goods.
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mean replacement value was $90,000, the median was |60,000, and the
modal class was between |4 1,000 and $50,000. Twenty-three, or 54 per-
cent, of the leed mills had replacement values of less than $60,000. This
points out the existence of a large number of small economic units in
the Louisiana feed mill industry.
Feed mills in the state had been in business an average of 13 years.
However, the greatest growth in number of firms occurred during the
1950-1954 period. The largest number of new firms was established in
1952. Eighty-one percent of the mills that answered the mailed question-
naire started business after 1945 (Figure 2) . In other words, the growth
of the Louisiana feed mill industry has been primarily a post World War
II development. The high prices for these end-products of the feed in-
dustry after World War II created an increase in demand for feed. This
increase in demand for feed motivated the establishment of many feed
mills throughout the state and the United States during this period.
Table 4 shows the number of farms, farm income, and number of feed
mills by farming areas in Louisiana. From a feed consumption stand-
point, area 10 was the most important area in the state. This was due to
high poultry and milk production in the area and the resulting demand
for feed. Areas 7 and 8 are increasing in importance due to the increas-
ing complementary production of livestock with the main crops of these
TABLE 3 -Frequency Distribution of Replacement Values, 43 Feed Mills,
Louisiana,
1960
Replacement value class
Number of firms
Dollars
Number
4
10,000 - 20,000
6
21,000 - 30,000
3
31,000 - 40,000
8
41,000 - 50,000
2
51,000 - 60,000
61,000 - 70,000
3
71,000 - 80,000
1
2
81,000 - 90,000
91,000 -100,000
101,000 -110,000
111,000 -120,000 :
121,000 -130,000
131,000 -140,000
141,000 -150.000
5
151,000 -160,000
1
161,000 -170,000
171,000 -180,000
6
Over 180,000
1Unknown
Total
43
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FIGURE 2 — Feed Mills Classified as to Time of Entry into the Business, Louisiana,
1885-1960.^
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^Forty-one feed mills reporting.
areas. These areas will play an important part in the future of the feed
mill industry.
The average radius of the principal trade area for Louisiana feed
mills was 30 miles. The radius of the service area ranged from 8 to 185
miles. The average size of feed mill service area by type of farming area
is shown in Table 5. The two largest service areas were in areas 7 and 8.
The service area for area 10 was less than one-third the size of the service
area radius of areas 7 and 8. There were more farms in area 10 than in
area 7 or 8. This may account for some of the difference in radius of
service area sizes
TABLE 5.-Average Size of Service Area by Farming Areas, 43 Feed Mills, Louisiana,
1960
Farming area
Average radius
Feed mills of service area
lA Upland Louisiana Timber Area
IB Northwest Louisiana Hill Area
2 North Central Louisiana Cutover Pine Area
3 Red River Cotton Area
4 Cutover Flatwoods Area
5 Mississippi Delta Area
6 Central Louisiana Mixed Farming Area
7 Louisiana Rice Area
8 Louisiana Sugar Cane Area
9 Southeast Mixed Farming Area
10 Louisiana Dairy, Poultry and Truck Area
11 New Orleans Truck and Fruit Area
Number Miles
1 15
2 20
0
4 41
0
5 25
4 16
5 64
4 52
2 15
15 19
1 14
10
TABLE 6.-Size of Service Area by Year Firm Started Business, 40 Feed Mills,
Louisiana, 1960
Year started Feed Average radius
business mills of service area
Number Miles
1885-1914 2 78
1915-1934 4 70
1935-1944 2 32
194o-1949 19
1950-1954 15 9tAJ
1955-1959 11 30
1960 1 25
Total 40 Average 30
TABLE 7.--Classified Employees of 39 Feed Mills, Louisiana, 1960
Permanent Seasonal
Tvpe employee Male Female Male Female Total
— — — — — Number
Manager 39 0 0 0 39
Office worker 20 29 0 2 51
Laborer 297 0 43 0 340
Salesman 31 0 0 0 31
Serviceman 19 0 0 0 19
Supervisor 14 0 0 0 14
<jtnei 18 1 0 0 19
Total 438 30 43 2 513
Table 6 compares the size of service area by the number of years that
a firm has been in business. It was thought that the older the mill, the
larger its service area. Although this was true for firms starting in busi-
ness prior to 1934, the table shows that most mills established since that
time do not have this direct relationship.
Feed mills in the state paid out approximately $2,000,000 in salaries
during 1960. Thirty-nine feed mills reported employing 468 persons
as permanent employees and 45 as additional labor for seasonal work.
Sixty-six percent of all persons employed were classified as laborers
(Table 7) . ^
Personal Interview Questionnaires
This section is based on an analysis of the data collected by personal
interviews from a sample of 19 feed mills located throughout the state.
Legal Aspects of Ownership
The types of legal organization of the 19 feed mills interviewed
11
were as loUows: corporation, 10; single proprietorship, 6; and partner-
ship, 2. There was 1 joint venture.^
Three ot the sample mills reported having changed their type of
ownership. Two had changed from partnerships to corporations. The
reasons for these changes were (1) to limit liability of owners for mill
debts, and (2) for tax purposes, to keep the owners' personal tax rates
in a lower bracket. One mill had changed from a partnership to a single
proprietorship because of a partner's death. None of the managers in-
terviewed indicated having any problems caused by type of ownership.
Physical Facilities
Eight of 19 mill managers reported that they had made changes
in their physical plant facilities during the last 10 years. Fifty percent
of the changes in physical plant facilities were additions to storage—
generally because of the development of bulk handling and processing.
The other 50 percent of the changes were the result of the gradual
growth of the mill over time. Changes in physical facilities were most
often reported by feed mills which had been in business longer than
5 years. Sixty-three percent of the mill managers interviewed said they
were not planning to make any major physical plant changes in the next
5 years. Thirty-seven percent of the mills reported that they did plan
to make major changes during the period.
Results from this survey indicated that, in general, mills did not
reflect good plant planning. Therefore, in the near future they will
have to change or improve their present facilities if they want to stay in
business.
Many of the Louisiana feed mills were developed as additions to
other pre-existing types of businesses. This is one reason why they were
not properly planned and built. As a result, mill owners were later con-
fronted with problems of lack of storage and/or lack of facilities needed
for the proper functioning of the mill. The poor planning may also
have been caused in part by lack of knowledge or weak management.
However, many of their problems resulted from changes in technology,
such as the introduction of bulk handling of feed.
Firms' owners who were planning to make changes in their physical
facilities reported the addition of bulk facilities and other labor saving
devices as possible future plant changes.
Sixteen percent of the millers reported that transportation cost was a
problem for them because of poor location. However, most feed mills
4" Joint venture" is a modified type of
partnership business, limited in duration,
with centraHzation of authority in a manager in whose name the
business will be con-
ducted.
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were located on good highways, had access to rail facilities, and were
located at the edge of town.
Processing and storage facilities and plant capacity: Twenty-six per-
cent of the feed mill managers said that the size of plant, kind of equip-
ment, and amount of automation in their plant was satisfactory for the
operation of the firm, while 74 percent indicated that additional
mechanization would be profitable for the well-being of the business.
Mill operators gave the impression that they were more concerned with
improving the efficiency of their plant, than with changing the size of
plant.
By increasing the plant size, unit cost can be reduced up to the point
of the optimum scale of plant. However, the increase in size also re-
quires an increase in capital invested and working capital, thus increas-
ing capital risk.
The average estimated capital requirements to improve plant mecha-
nization was $16,000. The range of capital required for additional
mechanization was from |3,000 to $55,500^. There was a positive correla-
tion between these figures and the scale of plant.
The estimated mill capacity on a one shift basis ranged from 20 to
200 tons per day. The mean scale of plant size was 55 tons per day.
The average production per day per mill was 30 tons.
The larger mills' average production was equal to half their total
mill capacity. The smaller mills' daily average production was greater
than half of their capacity. This fact may be one reason why the small
mills are able to compete with larger size mills.
Twenty-five percent of the sample mills had no bulk storage of any
kind. The average bulk storage for the remainder was 370 tons, which
was mostly for grains. Sixty-four percent of mills did not have bulk stor-
age for concentrates and 79 percent did not have bulk storage for pre-
pared feed. Mills having bulk storage used 94 percent of their capacity.
Eighteen mills had an average sack storage capacity of 5,400 sacks.
^
They used an average of 87 percent of their sack storage capacity.
Sixty-three percent of the sample mills had storage problems. They
reported their storage capacity was either not enough or that it should
be improved. Almost all of the managers felt they were short on bulk
storage space. Some of the storage problems were caused by poor plan-
ning when the mills were first built.
Twenty-five percent o£ the managers of sample mills did not think
that storing was one of their major problems. Some of the managers in
50ne owner stated that $850,000 would be required to rebuild his plant. This fig-
ure was not used since it involved the complete rebuilding of the plant.
60ne sack = 100 pounds.
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this group said they did not have storage problems because they had a
rapid turnover of feed suppHes.
Other problems associated with storage were reported as follows:
1. Lack of storage space for a particular ingredient or processed feed.
2. Seasonality, which implies not enough storage space during the sea-
son and too much during off season.
3. Rodent and insect infestation.
Management and Degree of Economic Diversification^
Forty-eight percent of the firms interviewed were operated as feed
mills only. Fifty-two percent were operated jointly with another business.
In most cases the joint business was a farm supply store (Table 8) . Gen-
erally, the feed mill made up from one-third to one-half of the business.
Many Louisiana feed mills came into existence as the result of own-
ers of farm supply stores or grain elevators deciding to expand their op-
erations. However, there were cases where the farm supply store was
added to an existing feed mill. In 85 percent of the sample mills, firm
management was performed by the firm ownership. As owners or major
owners, they did not need an extra incentive to improve managerial
performance.
Among the firms in which management was separated from firm own-
ership, it was found that managers had fairly broad powers in decision-
making. However, they were required to consult the board or mill owner
for approval in the acquisition of a fixed asset or in any other major
expenditure. To stimulate management performance by the hired man-
agers, bonuses based on profits were given to them at the end of the
fiscal year.
Trade journals were by far the most widely used publications that
feed mill managers used for guidance and planning. Government reports
were rarely used. Most of the managers interviewed reported that plan-
ning was based mainly on their own experience.
TDiversification is a means of supplementing a business by selling added lines of
merchandise and services.
TABLE 8.-Number o£ Firms Operated Only as Feed Mills and Number of Firms
Operated Jointly with Other Types of Business, 19 Feed Mills, Louisiana, 1960
Type of operation Number Percent
Mill is the only business
Mill is operated jointly with:
Farm supply store
Grain elevator
Farm
48
42
5
5
14
Sales
Volume of business: During 1960 the volume of business per mill
ranged from $50,000 to more than $2 million. Table 9 shows the number
and percent of firms by volume of business. Thirty-eight percent of the
sample mills had a volume of business of SI 00,000 or less. The total vol-
ume of business for the 19 sample firms was approximately S7 million for
the year 1960.
Several mills which went out of business were contacted during the
survey. They gave low volume of business as the main cause of their
failure. Many mill managers felt they did not have a reasonable volume
of business. They were trying to find a solution to this problem which in
large part is complicated by seasonal variation.
TABLE 9.-Dollar Volume of Business, 19 Feed Mills, Louisiana, 1960
Volume of business Feed mills
Dollars Number Percent
0 - 100,000 7 38
100,001 - 200,000 3 16
200,001 - 300,000 3 16
300,001 - 400,000 2 10
400,001 - 500,000 2 10
Over 500,000 2 10
Total 19 100
TABLE 10.—Average Percent of Business per Quarter, 19 Feed Mills, Louisiana, 1960
Quarter Percent of sales
January 1 - March 31 32
April 1 - June 30 19
July 1 - September 30 13
October 1 - December 31 31
Table 10 gives the percent of sales per calendar quarter. Volume of
business for the first quarter was about the same as that for the last
quarter, while business volumes for the second and third quarters were
almost equal. The average percent of sales for the first and fourth quar-
ters was almost double the percent of sales for the second and third quar-
ters. In other words, approximately two-thirds of the feed mill business
occurred during the fall and winter months and one-third during the
spring and summer.
There was no relationship between the amount of bulk and sack
storage and volume of business (Table 11) .
Trends: Table 12 shows the trend in volume of business, amount of
custom mixing, and the amount of feed fed to the mills' own livestock.
Twelve managers reported increased business volume during the past
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TABLE 12.—Trends in Volume of Business, Custom Mixing, and Feed Used in Own
Operation, 19 Feed Mills, Louisiana, 1960
Item
Volume*
Custom mixing and grinding**
Used in own feeding operation***
Number reporting item as
Increasing Decreasing Remaining same
Number
12 3 3
11 2 3
4 - 1
*One mill did not report.
**3 mills did not do custom work.
***14 mills did not have a feeding operation of their own.
few years. Custom mixing and grinding and the amount of feed used in
their own operations also have been increasing.
The amount of custom mixing depends largely upon the amount of
locally produced grain. Presently, managers think a decrease in corn
acreage (by the grain bill) will decrease custom mixing. Most managers
stated that one of their biggest problems was the instability of govern-
ment policy.
Future volume will depend mainly on the feeding practices of Lou-
isiana livestock producers. As farmers increase the size of their herds
and adopt better feeding practices, the upward trend in volume should
continue.
The amount of feed used in their own feeding operation will depend
upon the mill's policies. Those firms that had integrated feeding opera-
tions were planning to increase them. Those who did not have such an
operation were looking upon feeding operations as a potential tool to
increase their volume of business.
Custom Work: Custom mixing and grinding is an important service
performed by Louisiana feed mills. It not only attracts customers but
also increases the revenue of the mill. In doing custom grinding and
mixing, mills also get some revenue from selling concentrates and sup-
plements. In the Midwest, grain banking provides an additional source
of revenue to feed mills, but this survey did not reveal any mills prac-
ticing grain banking in Louisiana.
Approximately 22,721 tons of grain, concentrates and supplements,
and molasses were sold to farmers by the 16 feed mills that did custom
mixing and grinding (Table 13). Three mills did not do custom work.
Theroetically, custom work means the farmer furnishes all the grain
to be ground and mixed with molasses and/or concentrates. However, in
Louisiana many farmers grow only part of the grain needed. Thirty-two
percent of the mills doing custom work reported that farmers in their
area grew all the grain required. In these cases, the mill ground and
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TABLE 13.—Tons of Grain, Concentrates and Supplements, and Molasses Sold to
Farmers by 16 Feed Mills Which Did Custom Mixing and Grinding, Louisiana, 1960
I teiH Quantity Percent
Tons
Grains 10,431 45.9
Concentrates and supplements 7,201 31.7
Molasses 5,089 22.4
Total 22,721 100.0
mixed the grain and added concentrates and/or molasses. The survey in-
dicated that the larger the mill the smaller the proportion of custom
mixing and grinding.
Sales in Bulk and Sales Delivered: Of the 19 feed mills, only 10 of
them sold some bulk feed. The lowest percent of bulk feed sales was 2
percent and the highest was 100 percent. The longer the mills had been
handling bulk feed, the higher the percent of feed sold in bulk. Mills
gave the following reasons for not selling in bulk:
1. Lack of adequate facilities in the mill.
2. Poor road maintenance for bulk delivery trucks.
3. Farmers in area do not buy in big quantities.
4. Farmers prefer to buy in sacks.
5. Lack of adequate bulk-feed equipment on the farm to handle feed.
The 10 millers who sold in bulk indicated that there have been
changes in bulk buying by farmers in their trade area during the last
few years. In areas where poultry and dairying are the main enterprises,
most of the feed is sold in bulk.
Figure 3 classifies the percent of feed sold in bulk and delivered, by
volume of business. Although there was variability, some positive rela-
tionship was noticed between the mill's volume of business and percent
of feed sold in bulk. Mills that sold more than 90 percent of their feed
in bulk were in most cases large volume mills engaged in large contract
feeding operations-mainly for poultry.
The percentage of feed delivered ranged from 6 to 100 percent. The
frequency distribution by percent of delivered sales is shown in Table
14. There was some positive relationship between percent of feed de-
livered and volume of business (Figure 3) . Delivery of feed depends
upon the size of service area, condition of roads, and the delivery equip-
ment owned by the mill, in addition to other factors.
There is a positive relationship between percent of feed sold in
bulk and percent of feed delivered (Figure 3) . As farmers and mills
"go bulk" the percent of feed delivered will increase, probably to 100
percent.
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FIGURE 3.—Percentage of Feed Sold in Bulk and Delivered, Related to Firms'
Volume of Business, 19 Feed Mills, Louisiana, 1960.
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Bulk delivery (of poultry and livestock feeds) will bring certain
economies to the farmer and the plant. Some of these are as follows:
1. Eliminate cost of bags.
2. Eliminate labor in filling and sewing bags at the mill.
3. Eliminate labor in storing and handling bags in the warehouse and
loading on trucks.
4. Save labor in unloading at the farm.
Although the above economies are brought about by bulk processing,
special equipment is necessary both for the feed mill and for the farm-
er in order to realize maximum efficiency from bulk feeding. In other
words, bulk feeding requires an increase in capital invested by the eco-
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TABLE 14.-Frequency Distribution by Percent of Delivered Sales of Feed, 19
Mills, Louisiana, 1960
Percent of
delivered sales Number of mi
1 - 10
11 - 20
21 - 30
31 - 40
41 - 50
51 - 60
61 - 70
71 - 80
81 - 90
91 - 100
Total
nomic units, thus increasing the capital risk of farmers and mill owners.
Bulk delivery equipment in Louisiana is being installed at such a
slow pace that it probably will be 5-10 years before most farmers and
mill operators will think seriously about changing toward the bulk feed-
ing process. Nevertheless, bulk handling will come faster if mills take the
initiative-adding bulk facilities to their plants and buying farm facilities
(bins or tanks, feeders, etc.) which can be rented to the farmers. It
should be pointed out that this type of change must take place at the
farm and at the mill simultaneously.
Louisiana is a state with a large number of small and medium size
farms that cannot afford to increase capital investment by changing to-
ward bulk handling and storing of feeds. On the other hand, large size
farm operators, mainly because of the cheap source of labor, may stick
to the old way of handling and storing feeds. Because of the large
amounts of capital investment required and the risky type of enterprise
that is involved in the feeding of livestock, many large farm operators
are skeptical about increasing their investments on the farm by adding
bulk facilities.
The future of bulk handling of feeds is not altogether clear at this
time. The feasibility of bulk delivery in varying situations is an area
for further research.
Type of Feed Sold: Thirty-five percent of the feed sold by mills was
dairy feed; cattle feed accounted for 31 percent, and poultry feed
for 25 percent. Swine feed accounted for 6 percent of the total
feed
produced (Table 15).
Credit to Customers and Producers on Contract: All the mills inter-
viewed sold feed on credit (Table 16). In most cases they gave 30
days
credit similar to other commercial businesses. Credit in
general was one
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TABLE 15.—Percentage of Dairy, Poultry, Cattle and Swine Feeds Sold by 19 Feed
Mills, Louisiana, 1960
1 vpe teed Percent
Dairy feed 35
Poultry feed 25
Cattle feed 31
Swine feed 6
Other 2
Total 100
TABLE 16.-Number of Firms That Sold on Credit and Had Agreements with Pro-
ducers to Supply Feed, 19 Feed Mills, Louisiar.a, 1960
N uniber Percen t
Description of mills of mills
Sold on credit 19 100
Did not sell on credit 0 0
Had agreements or contracts 7 37
Had no agreements or contracts 12 63
TABLE 17.-Percentage of Feed Sold or Distributed to Specified Outlets, 19 Feed
Mills, Louisiana, 1980
Sales or distribution outlet Percent of feed sold or distributed
AVholesaler 1
Retailer 2
Farmers 80
O^vn use 16
Other 1
Total 100
of the big problems of feed mills. This seems to be an area where further
research in extension of credit and collection of debts is needed. In ad-
dition to creating bad debts, credit also ties up ^vorking capital.
Thirty-seven percent of the mills had contracts mainly with producers
of poultry. Some feed mills had agreements ^vith producers only during
certain months of the year.
According to the managers, 80 percent of the feed was sold to farmers
(Table 17) , and 16 percent Tvas retained for the mills" own feeding ope-
rations. There was a strong belief that this percentage would be higher
in the future as more mills engage in feeding operations of their own.
Sales Promotion: Ways and degree of sales promotion varied from
mill to mill, although in general, larger mills and those with large serv-
ice areas used more advertising and sales promotion. Fifty-two percent
of mills said they did nothing in the way of sales promotion, mostly be-
cause they thought there was no need. Besides, they believed farmers
in the area were familiar with the feed mill and its services.
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Sales promotion methods reported in this survey were (a) radio and
newspaper advertising, (b) salesmen and/or servicemen, and (c) mailed
advertisements. The need and potential results o£ advertising seem to be
a problem area lor many managers.
Most managers said they did not experience difficulty in finding
favorable outlets for their products. Those who had difficulties gave the
following reasons: (1) competition, (2) very small trade area, (3)
low
volume during all seasons, and (4) too-small farms.
Purchases
The 19 mills purchased approximately 50,000 tons of grain during
1960. Corn accounted for 35,373 tons of the grain purchased. Thirty-
eight percent of the corn tonnage was produced locally within the region
where the mills were located. The mills purchased 5,542 tons of cotton-
seed meal and 20,515 tons of soybean meal (Table 18).
Approximately 90 percent of the soybean volume was premix poultry
concentrate of which the main ingredient was soybean meal.
Most of the corn came from Louisiana. Cottonseed meal not sup-
plied in Louisiana was brought mostly from Mississippi. Feed ingredients
(raw materials) purchased out-of-state by Louisiana feed mills were
brought mostly from Texas, Mississippi, Arkansas, Missouri, Kansas, and
Iowa. Feed mills do not keep a record on the volume of feed for custom
milling brought in by farmers.
The list of raw materials most commonly bought, in order of import-
ance, were: corn, oats, cottonseed meal, soybean meal, milo, rice
bran,
TABLE 18.-Amount of Corn, Oats, Cottonseed Meal and Soybeans Purchased,
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Feed Mills, Louisiana, 1960^
Item
Corn*
Oats**
Cottonseed meal***
Soybean meal****
*Five feed mills did not give tonnage of corn purchases-corn
includes shell corn
and ear corn.
, „ r j -n ^-^ f
**Six feed mills did not give tonnage of oats purchased and 3 feed
mills did not
***Six feed mills did not give tonnage of cottonseed meal purchased
and 2 feed
mills did not use it. c-
****Includes 19,620 tons of premix, with soybean meal as the main ingredient.
Six
feed mills did not give the tonnage of soybean meal purchased. Eight
feed mills
did not use it.
Data on milo, barley, molasses, rice bran and wheat were not available.
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Produced Shipped
Total locally in
Tons Percent Percent
35,373 38 62
3,277 12 88
5,542 26 74
20,515 9 91
wheat bran, barley and alfalfa. The importance of molasses relative to
other materials was not determined.
Sixteen millers reported that they did not experience difficulty in
obtaining supplies of raw products. The other three reported that occa-
sionally they experienced difficulty and that this happened generally a
month before harvesting season.
Consignment, as a purchasing arrangement, was not reported by any
of the sample mills. Ninety-seven percent of all purchases were by cash
payments and 3 percent were by deferred payments. All of the sample
mills were required to pay cash^ for most of their purchases of raw ma-
terials (Table 19) . This necessitated large amounts of working capital
by the feed mill owners.
TABLE 19.—Purchasing Arrangements of 19 Feed Mills, Louisiana, 1960
Type arrangement Number mills^ Percent of purchases
Consignment 0 0
Cash payment 19 97
Deferred payment 2 3
Total 19 100
'Two mills reported using both cash and deferred payment arrangements.
TABLE 20.—Sources of Competition Indicated by 19 Feed Mills, Louisiana, 1960
Source of competition Number mills' Percent of mills
Farm suoply stores 11 58
Mobile feed mills 0 0
Farmers installing their own grinding
and mixing equipment 6 32
Others (cooperatives) 5 26
'Some mills reported more than one source of competition.
Competition
Feed mills face competition from other industries as well as from
other feed mills (Table 20) . Fifty-eight percent of the millers thought
they had more competition from farm supply stores than from any other
source. Such stores sell nationally known brands of feed. None of the
millers reported competition from mobile feed mills, and only 26 percent
reported competition from farmers installing their own grinding and
mixing facilities. There is the belief that as mills become more efficient
this latter kind of competition will disappear.
Farmer cooperative stores also were a source of competition. In some
areas mill managers were really concerned about such cooperatives.
sCash payments include 30 day credit.
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Capital Requirements
Table 21 shows the value of land, buildings, equipment and inven-
tory of the sample feed mills included in the study. Milling and deliv-
ery equipment accounted for 45 percent of total investment. The total
investment for all of the 19 sample mills was $1,557,450. Investment per
mill ranged from $15,000 to $246,000. The average investment per mill
was about $80,000. The range in average inventory of feed was from $500
to $146,000. Most mill managers said they moved feed as fast as possible
due to shortages of working capital and/or storage.
Thirteen mills had investments of less than $100,000. Investments in
eight of these were under $50,000 (Table 22) .
TABLE 21.—Total Land, Buildings, Equipment, and Inventory, Reported by 19 Feed
Mills, Louisiana, 1960
Description Investment Average per firm Percent
— Dollars — — — —
Land 73,450* 3,866 5
Buildings 369,500 19,447 23
Equipment 700,000 36,842 45
Inventory 414,500 21,816 27
Total 1,557,450 81,971 100
*Six feed mills leased their land.
TABLE 22.—Frequency Distribution, Total Investment, 19 Feed Mills, Louisiana, 1980
Total
Feed mills
investment Number Percent
Dollars
0 - 50,000 8 42
50,001 - 100,000 5 26
100,001 - 150,000 3 16
150,001 - 200,000 1 5
200,001 - 250,000 2 11
Total 19 100
TABLE 23.-Mill Capacity and Average Daily Production Related to Total Invest-
ment, 19 Feed Mills, Louisiana, 1950
Total Feed
Average per class
Service
investment mills Capacity Production area
Dollars Number Tons Miles
0 - 50,000 8 40 19 19
50,001 - 100,000 5 44 28 22
100,001 - 150,000 3 72 38 36
150,001 - 200,000 1 50 30 58
200,001 - 250,000 2 140 75 38
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Mill capacity, average production per day and the size of service area
with total firm investment are shown in Table 23. Except for mills in
the $150,001 - $200,000 group, there was a positive relationship between
total investment and mill capacity and average daily production. There
was no apparent correlation between investment and size of service area.
Pricing
Feed mill managers reported that the price of the supplies they
bought was determined by the current market price, as quoted by sellers.
They felt they had no effect on supply prices. That is to say, feed mills
had no influence on the price of the supplies they bought.
In setting the price of products they sold, 11 mills said they set the
price according to cost. The remainder of the mills interviewed said
they basically attempted to meet competitors' prices, but when possible,
they set the price according to cost.
Financing (Credit to the Firm)
Fifty-eight percent of the millers indicated that they have financial
problems. Feed mills require a relatively large amount of working capital
due to the fact that they have to pay cash on delivery, or within 30 days,
for all the raw materials or ingredients they use. At the same time they
have to extend open account credit, which is generally interest free on
a monthly billing basis. When they engage in a feeding operation on
contract with local farmers they finance all the feed used until the pro-
duct is sold. Most operating loans were provided by local commercial
banks at a rate of 5 to 6 percent. Very few managers were familiar with
the Small Business Administration. The few who said they knew about
the Small Business Administration indicated that too much "red tape"
was required in order to obtain a loan.
Labor
Labor cost was a problem for 37 percent of the feed mills. In some
mills, seasonality affected efficiency of labor utilization. Unemployment
and workmen's compensation insurance was believed to be too high by
most mills. Mills with old equipment (lack of automation) required too
much labor. In many mills, labor was the biggest expense. Next in order
of importance were transportation costs and depreciation.
Labor turnover was not a major problem among feed mills in Louisi-
ana. Neither were they confronted by any problem in obtaining, training
or keeping labor. Labor is relatively abundant in Louisiana, especially
in rural areas. Technology has developed mill equipment that is easy to
handle, thus reducing the need for skilled workers.
The sample mills had 164 permanent employees and 32 temporary
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workers for seasonal work (Table 24) . Unskilled laborers made up 61
percent of mills' personnel requirements. It was found that only un-
skilled laborers were employed for seasonal work. Most of them were
employed during the fall and winter seasons of the year.
Trade Area
The radius of the service area for the sample mills ranged from 9 to
58 miles and the average radius was 28 miles. Size of trade area varied
according to the mill location, accessibility to parish roads and high-
ways, and size and number of farms in the area, in addition to other
factors. Size of service area was not closely associated with the volume of
business (Table 25)
.
TABLE 24.-Permanent and Seasonal Personnel Requirements, 19 Feed Mills,
Louisiana, 1960
Permanent Additional for seasonal work
First Second Third Fourth
Type Male Female quarter quarter quarter quarter
— — Number —
Manager 19 0 0 0 0 0
Supervisor 9 0 0 0 0 0
Office worker 5 14 0 0 0 0
Laborer 100 0 25 5 12 32
Salesman* 7 0 0 0 0 0
Others** 11 0 0 0 0 0
Total 151 14 25 5 12 32
*In some mills salesmen were also servicemen.
**Includes servicemen, drivers, and others.
TABLE 25.-Size of Service Area Related to Volume of Business, 19 Feed Mills,
Louisiana, 1960
Volume of Feed Service area
business mills radius
Dollars Number Miles
0 - 100,000 7 19
100,001 - 200,000 3 33
200,001 - 300,000 3 34
300,001 - 400,000 2 16
400,001 - 500,000 2 31
Over 500,000 2 39
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A General Description of the
United States Feed Mill Industry
The purpose of this section is to show how others have dealt with
problems of volume, market size, firm size, labor efficiency, and increas-
ing output to reduce cost. It also attempts to review future trends and
problems facing the feed mill industry.
Efficiency
In a study at Purdue University,^ it was found that the largest ex-
pense in grinding and mixing feeds was labor. It also was found that
the relative efficiency in a feed mill depended on the efficiency of work-
ing time and proportions of idle time. Specific differences in work meth-
ods affected working time used on specific operations. General factors,
such as the scale of operation, crew organization and scheduling, season-
ality, grinding and mixing pattern, type of customer, and competence
of management, affected the idle time.
According to a study at the University of Tennessee,^^ many factors
go into determining the final cost of feed to the farmer. For feed in-
gredients, such factors as quality and transportation have a great effect
on the final cost of the feed. This indicates that mill managers have
many things to observe in their operations. They should be constantly
on the alert to take advantage of all cost reducing ideas that might af-
fect the efficiency of the mill operations. The study also states that man-
agers should be particularly interested in comparing the efficiency of
their mill from the point of view of business analysis with other mills
of the same size and in about the same area of operation.
Phillips^^ analyzed the costs of procuring, manufacturing, and dis-
tributing mixed feeds in the Midwest under four types of organization.
This case study indicated that four local mills, located in a grain sur-
plus area and operating at a volume of 10,000 tons per vear, can be just
as efficient and possibly a little more efficient than a mill with an out-
put of 40,000 tons per year, but which operates from a centralized posi-
tion. In each of these case studies all costs were considered, from the
sCharles E. French, Labor Efficiency in Grinding and Mixing Feeds, Purdue Uni-
versity Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin No. 639.
loA.
J. Garbarino, Operating Practices and Costs of Selected Mixed Feed Mills in
the South, University of Tennessee Agricultural Experiment Station Monograph No.
269.
iiRichard Phillips, Costs of Procuring, Maufacturing and Distributing Mixed Feed
in the Midwest, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Marketing Service,
Marketing Research Report No. 388.
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tost ol the ingredients through the delivery of the formula feed to the
farmer.
The types of mills were as follows: (1) the local mixers who were
assumed to mix and retail all feed from one position, (2) the centralized
or non-local mixers who sold formula feed through retailers (who merely
retailed)
, (3) the non-local mixers who sold formula feed through re-
tailers (who mixed a mixing supplement with local grains) , and (4) cen-
tralized mixers who sold formula feed through mixing and retailing
units (who used only the manufacturer's premix) .
Competition
Brensike states:
"Small manufacturers need not be operating at any sizeable cost
of production and marketing disadvantages in surplus grain areas.
They have the advantage in a service industry of being on the spot.
But they can loose this advantage or relative equality through failure
to keep up with industry changes or changes in costs. They can lose
it by not being able to sell their services competitively to the farmer,
who should be their customer."^-
This study indicated that there has been a large increase in the
number of feed mills located in feed deficit areas. In other words, this
shift from the corn belt or surplus grain production areas to grain deficit
areas is part of the general trend toward more direct demand orienta-
tion of the industry. This, in many instances, reduces transportation
costs and also reduces the size of the average plant volume.
The shift toward local demand orientation is an advantage the local
mixer has over a larger competitor. The closer a firm is to its customers
the better off both are, especially in a service industry. Small local feed
mills have an important place in the present feed mixing industry. With
the right type of management, equipment and location they can com-
pete freely and soundly.
Brensike^^ says that local feed mills must keep up with advancements
in technology or changes in the industry with regard to: (1) bag versus
bulk sales, (2) integration, both horizontal and vertical, (3) stationary
and mobile custom mixing, (4) use of grain banks, (5) farmer mixing,
(6) local mixer and farmer demands for mixing or feeding concentrates
versus complete feeds, and (7) direct selling.
Managers should always know their milling charges and recognize
12J. V. Brensike, U.S.D.A., "The Competitive Position of Small Commercial Feed
Mills." Feedstiiffs, June. 1960, p. 92.
i3ibid., p. 93.
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that they are in a service industry when adjusting their business with the
different trends in the industry. Knowing the charges will help a mill
owner or manager make decisions on whether to buy some labor-saving
equipment and whether to add pelleting, bulk delivery, new credit
plans, or a grain bank to the present operation.
Planning
Smith^* reports that custom milling in the United States has grown
to be a business of tremendous importance to the agricultural community
and has a remarkable future.
To build a complete custom feed mill takes time and it should be
done through step-by-step planning. Feed mills that have not been de-
signed for the future, or to keep up with technological advancements,
are not able to maintain their competitive position.
In planning a mill, a market survey appraising competition and serv-
ices needed to compete successfully should be made first; next comes
site selection and, finally, the designing of the mill.
In site selection one should keep in mind that the mill should be lo-
cated where it will have easy access to roads which will take heavy trailer
truck traffic, and, if possible, on a railroad siding. Availability of elec-
trical power, water supply, and fire protection should also be considered.
In order to avoid excessive excavation and footing costs, mills should
not be built in soils that are too humid.
An engineer or an expert in the field should be employed to assist
in the selection of equipment and designing of the mill in order to avoid
future complication when adding new equipment or new storage facili-
ties.
Grain Banking
Grain banking is a technique by which a farmer stores grain in a
feed dealer's facilities to be withdrawn at a later date in the form of
mixed feeds.
With a grain bank plan, a custom mill owner can give better service.
Under this plan a mill grinds, mixes and delivers feed on a pre-planned
schedule. The farmer does not just show up at the mill with a load of
grain and have to wait for service. With this technique he can plan
ahead. This saves him labor and time and helps the mill in preparing its
schedule of work. The mill can better utilize its facilities, and thus be-
come more efficient.
Grain banking has been used by grain elevators and feed mills for
140. B. Smith, "Important Considerations Before Building a Custom Feed Mill,"
Farm Store Merchandising, January, 1961, p. 30.
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over 40 years, but has been popularized since World War II. According
to many authorities it will play an ever-increasing role in the future of
the feed mill industry.
Eckeris divides grain bank advantages into two groups:
A. Advantages for the Feed Dealer:
1. Increases concentrates sales.
2. Increases service income (grinding, mixing, trucking).
^
3. Helps combat farm mixing.
4. Guarantees customer business.
5. Makes more efficient utilization of labor.
6. Provides more efficient utilization of equipment.
7. Provides more efficient utilization of storage facilities.
8. Helps obtain and hold new customers.
9. Makes better feeding records available.
10. Provides more profits for seller.
B. Advantages for the Feeder:
1. Saves labor.
2. Is more convenient.
3. Reduces grain spoilage.
4. Allows earlier harvesting.
5. Makes it easier to balance rations.
6. Reduces storage costs.
7. Reduces insurance costs.
8. Makes feed deliveries easier to schedule.
9. Provides more profit for the feeder.
The need for a grain bank is not only related to the advantages
mentioned but also depends upon the type of farming area. This includes
kind and amount of feed grain produced, type and number of livestock
on feed, harvesting methods, and amount of on-the-farm storage in the
area.
A feed mill manager, in evaluating the addition of a grain bank,
should keep in mind its economic feasibility and the need and probable
usage of grain banking as a service to the mill customers and farmers of
the area.
In a corn belt study, Farris^^ of Purdue University suggests alterna-
tive policies for operating specific phases of a grain bank service for
customers. He reports that about 2,000 grain banks are used by corn
belt farmers.
15H. J. Ecker, "The Economics of Grain Banking," Farm Store Merchand^smg,.
May, 1961, p. 24.
16W. S. Farris, "Operating a Grain Bank," Feedstuffs, January 20, 1961, p. 74.
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He pointed out that although grain banking arrangements have filled
many new demands made by customers, there are still some problems to
be solved in the grain banking phase of the feed mill industry.
Problems found in grain banking and the alternative policies to
follow in overcoming such problems are listed below:
(1) Limited Storage Space — Many mills or grain elevators run short
of storage for grain brought in by the grain bank customers. To over-
come this problem firms can (a) build additional storage, (b) store the
grain at terminals, (c) sell grain and agree to replace it, or (d) restrict
amount farmers can bring in to be stored.
(2) Overdrawing Grain Account — Farmers many times overdraw the
quantity of grain they have had stored in the grain bank. This is a
serious problem, especially when the mill has to buy grain at a high
price. As solutions to this problem Farris suggests that firms should (a)
not permit overdraft, (b) charge a retail price for all overdrafts, or (c)
allow a period of time in which the farmer has to return or replace the
amount of grain overdrawn.
(3) Moisture Content of Grains — Farmers using grain banking often
bring the grain with a higher percent of moisture than is acceptable
for long storage. Operators must check moisture content, and must have
ways to make adjustment. Mills who trade bushel for bushel without re-
gard to moisture content will have difficulty in the long run. Ways to
prevent this problem are (a) accept only dry corn, (b) charge for drying
the corn, or (c) provide adequate drying capacity for all customers.
(4) Providing Grain Bank Delivery Service — Delivery is one of the
time-saving features of grain banking. In grain banking, managers are
faced with the decision of providing delivery service and what price to
charge for this service. Alternative policies are (a) do not deliver, (b) de-
liver only to large bulk customers, (c) make a minimum charge regard-
less of size of delivery and add a charge per ton above minimum, (d) de-
liver to any customer and charge by mile over minimum, or (e) handle
delivery costs as overhead.
(5) Determining Charge for Grain Bank Services — This is a problem
especially where additional labor and facilities are required. Costs in
providing this service should determine the rate to be charged.
Possible solutions to this problem are (a) charging for the service at
cost plus a reasonable margin, (b) treat costs as overhead (thus do not
charge), or (c) charge current rate regardless of cost-profit considera-
tions.
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Farris also states,
"Even though many problems are connected with the offering of
grain bank services, it is apparent that many farmers are willing to
use these services and willing to pay for them.
"The manager has a responsibility to help the farmer understand
the problems connected with grain bank services as well as to inform
him of the advantages of using them."
Mobile Feed Mills
Mobile feed mills have many of the characteristics and perform all
of the services of a stationary custom feed mill. Mobile mills are mount-
ed on trucks. Revenue is mainly from fees for grinding and mixing feed
and from sale of concentrates or supplements and molasses which are
mixed with the farmer's grain at the farm. A mobile mill can be a de-
partment of a stationary feed mill or can be a mill by itself.
Mobile feed mills are becoming very popular in some areas of the
country. At first the portable unit (truck-mill) was just a grinder. How-
ever, advancement in technology and a desire on the part of farmers
for more complete feed have required today's mobile units to also have
facilities for mixing feed and adding molasses.
The operation of this type of mill is usually a one-man job. Where
this mill succeeds in operating there will be found a closer relationship
between the farmer and the mill operator.
A mobile feed mill needs enough customers to provide a reasonable
volume of business and needs good roads in the service area of the mill.
Mobile mills do well where farmers grow the grain needed for feed and
have enough storage facilities for the grain.
When the survey for this study was made there was not a well orga-
nized mobile milling operation in Louisiana.
On-Farm Mixing
In comparing on-the-farm versus local mill mixing, Roddis" says
that the present tendency of farmers to own grinder-mixer equipment is.
a result of changing feeding and production methods. Feed mills must
counteract this tendency by having reasonable service charges and some
other approaches that will keep them attached to the mill. Once the
farmer has his own grinder-mixer installed it is very difficult to win his
business.
In his article, Roddis stated that based on a survey it was found that
17D. E. Roddis, "On-the-Farm vs. Local Mill Mixing," Farm Store Merchandising,
March, 1962, p. 63.
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the reasons farmers bought their own equipment were as follows: (1)
convenience, farmers can grind and mix feed at their leisure; (2) they
can leave a full batch of feed in the mixer and have it ready in case there
is a busy time ahead of them; (3) farmers can mix large or small quan-
tities of feed according to the needs of their animals; (4) farmers believe
they are saving money when buying the grinding and mixing equipment.
Most likely a farmer buys his own grinding and mixing equipment
because he does not really want his own grain to leave the farm. He
wants to save the freight or hauling expenses both ways and the labor in-
volved.
Even after the farmer buys his own equipment he needs everything
that goes into a balanced ration, except grain and roughage. This is an
open door for the feed industry to furnish supplies, especially if mills are
better equipped and prepared to provide a better service from a cost
and nutrition standpoint.
In many cases on-farm mixing results in poor and costly rations,
thus adding inefficiency to the operations of the farm.
Roddis concludes with the belief that commercial mills are better
equipped to handle and prepare feed for the farmer. Commercial mills
not only have better equipment to handle and prepare feed but also they
can make more efficient use of machinery. The mills are up-to-date in
nutrition research. Knowledge that is passed out thus results in greater
profits for the farmer. Mills have trained personnel to provide better
service to the farmers. They also have a general knowledge of feed and
feeding problems.
Mutti,^^ of the University of Illinois, said, "The increase in the pro-
portion of animals fed in larger size operations increases the possibility
of mixing more ingredients close to the point of feeding. And strong eco-
nomic forces suggest further mixing of feeds at points of consumption,
but it appears likely that the advantages won't be as great in the next
five years as the past five."
He said that the disadvantages of on-farm mixing of commercial
supplements with farm-grown feeds outweigh the advantages. The most
important disadvantages to the farmer who grows his own grain and buys
concentrates or supplement to be mixed at the farm, are: (1) cost of
on-farm mixing will be high as livestock production will be continued
on a large number of relatively small sized units; (2) nearby mills are
offering many improvements in the types and performance of services
(grain drying, storage, bulk deliverv, etc.) ; (3) mills can provide grain
needed in a feeding operation, which is not grown locally, at a lower
18R. J. Mutti, "Feed Distribution Methods—Part 3—On-Farm Mixing," Feedstuffs,
June, 1961.
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cost than the iarmer is able to get it for himseli; (4) many farmers can-
not bear the risk of tying up capital in feed-mixing equipment.
Ray^^ pointed out the following trends: Presently there is an increas-
ing per capita consumption of livestock products. Population by 1965
will be 10 percent above 1960. Farmers will continue to improve their
feeding practices, and feed tonnage will increase.
As the industry goal is efficient production of meat, milk and eggs,
in the future farmers will be searching for the most efficient way of pro-
ducing them. The most efficient method will tend to be the one which
requires the least number of hours of labor, least cost of transportation
of ingredients and feed combined, and will minimize the times ingre-
dients and feed will be handled.
Ray also says that in the future mills will be smaller and closer to
the areas where livestock is produced. New plants will have a high de-
gree of automation and therefore, low labor requirement per ton.
Mills will produce fewer different types of feed. Mills will find it
profitable to drop several of their lowest volume items and concentrate
on fewer kinds of feed.
In the future more attention will be placed on economics of pur-
chasing ingredients. Linear programming will be a useful tool in de-
creasing total cost of a feed.
There will be an increase in bulk delivery direct from the mill to
the farm, especially in areas that can take advantage of bulk handling
of feeds.
There will be an increase in feed "programs" including production
services and end-product marketing services. In other words, the feed
industry will provide increasing amounts of assistance in locating the
end-product market and will help farmers in planning the production
and marketing of the product.
According to a study by C. J. Vosloh, Jr., and J. V. Brensikc^o "the
structure and practices of the feed mixing industry have been greatly
affected by trends inside and outside the industry itself." They said that
on-farm mixing has increased in recent years, especially on large farms
or areas with large feeding operations. On-farm mixing is correlated to
the availability of the farmer's supply of home grown grains, but ap-
parently it was found that custom mixing and grain bank operations
have counteracted this trend in grain surplus areas.
i"0. M. Ray, "A Five-Year Look Ahead at Feed Manufacturing and Distribution,"
Feedstuffs, February, 1961, p. 100.
20C. J. Vosloh, Jr., and J. V. Brensike, The Changing Feed Mixing Industry,
Marketing Research Report No. 506, Marketing Economics Division, Economics Re-
search Service, U.S.D.A., 1961.
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As many farmers have started to grow their own grain, there has
been a shift from complete feeds toward concentrates or supplements.
This is to say that feed mills—especially those that do custom mixing-
have been selling more concentrates or supplements than in the past.
There has been a uniform growth of direct feed sales. The volume of
feed sold direct to farmers has increased at a slow pace.
There is a trend toward bulk sales and delivery which is more rapid
in some areas than in others. Feed mill operators have the opinion that
bulk feed sales have a tendency to decrease prices. This study also points
out that the trend towards sales in bulk helped both the stationary and
mobile custom-feed millers.
Summary and Implications
This study is the first attempt to describe and define the feed mill
industry in Louisiana. The specific objectives of the study were to ob-
tain a clearer picture of the industry in Louisiana by describing the
properties and characteristics of the industry and to define or point out
problems, and, where possible, to suggest solutions. The data for the
study were collected by a mail questionnaire and by personal interviews
with a sample of mill operators in the state.
During 1960 there were 43 feed mills in Louisiana. Fifty percent of
the firms were organized as corporations and 38 percent were single
proprietorships. The average trade area per mill had a radius of 30
miles. The average replacement value per mill was $90,000. Most of the
mills started in business after World War II, indicating that the feed
mill industry is relatively new in Louisiana. A total of 513 persons
were employed by the 39 mills reporting in 1960. These mills paid out
approximately |2 million in salaries during the year.
Sixty percent of the mill managers interviewed were not satisfied
with the arrangement of their plant facilities, especially the storage fa-
cilities, location of mill and degree of mechanization. It was estimated
that an average of $16,000 per mill would be required to modernize
the existing feed mills in the state.
The average scale of plant was 55 tons per day. The average daily
production of mills surveyed was 30 tons. The larger mills had more
storage capacity and did a smaller amount of custom work than did small
mills.
Diversification is common in the feed mill industry. Of the 19 mills,
8 were operated jointly with a farm supply store, 1 with a grain elevator,
and 1 was operated in conjunction with a farm. The remainder were
operated as feed mills only.
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Some of the feed mills in Louisiana began as an out-growth from
farm supply stores, while others began originally as feed mills. They
still do a certain amount of retailing, as do farm supply stores. Most of
the mills mix and grind their own brand of feed; however, a large amount
of their business volume is custom mixing and grinding. As firms in-
crease in size the volume of custom work decreases. A few millers re-
ported doing only custom work. There are some specialized types of mills
(mostly poultry feed) with a high degree of integration.
Generally, the management of Louisiana mills was not separated from
firm ownership. Eighty-five percent of the managers were the owners or
major owners of the firms.
The feed millers interviewed had a total volume of business close to
$7 million during 1960. Thirty-seven percent of the sample mills had a
volume of $100,000 or less. During 1960 the volume of business ranged
from $50,000 to more than $2 million.
Producer contracting by mills was limited and used mainly by special-
ized types of feed mills. Most of the feed sales were made to farmers
in the local area where the feed mill was located. The larger the mill,
the lower was the percent of feed sold directly to farmers. Sixteen per-
cent of the mills' total production was used for the mills' own feeding
operations.
Fifty-two percent of the millers did nothing in the way of sales promo-
tion. Among the remainder sales promotion varied from mill to mill.
Millers bought more than 50,000 tons of grain during 1960. Of this
tonnage, 35,373 tons were corn. Most of the corn bought by the mills
surveyed came from Louisiana. A large quantity of cottonseed meal came
from Mississippi. Soybean meal and other grains were obtained mostly
from other states. In general, there were no problems in obtaining sup-
plies of feed ingredients.
Prices of raw products purchased by the mills generally were fixed by
the supplier. Feed prices charged by the mills were set according to a
markup over cost, although in some cases, they were determined by at-
tempting to meet competitor's prices. Most of the competition came
from nearby feed mills, farm stores, and farmer cooperatives stores.
All of the millers interviewed sold feed on credit. In most cases they
gave 30 (or more) days credit similar to other commercial businesses.
Bad debt loss was a problem among feed mills.
Millers paid cash on delivery, or on a 30 day credit basis, for all the
raw materials or ingredients they used.
The total investment for the 19 sample mills included in the study
was $1,557,450. Land, buildings, milling and delivery equipment, and
inventory were 5, 23, 45, and 27 percent, respectively, of total investment.
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Problem Areas
The main problems associated with feed mills as found in this study
were:
1. Lack of storage capacity.
2. Low and seasonal volume of business.
3. Bad debt loss.
4. Financing, or lack of credit to the firm.
5. Lack of, or insufficient, sales promotion.
6. Poor labor utilization.
7. Lack of information on costs.
Recommendations
(1) The lack or excess of storage capacity is a problem among Louisi-
ana feed mills. This may have been caused by poor planning of the mill
and/or changes in technology, e.g., bulk handling and processing of feed.
Lack of bulk storage is a segment within the larger problem of lack of
storage capacity. It should be pointed out that most of the present bulk
storage capacity was for grain. Seventy-two percent of the millers inter-
viewed did not have bulk storage for concentrates and prepared feed.
Millers loith plenty of bulk grain storage capacity, which is wasted
during off season, should look into the possibility of adopting a grain
banking operation. Millers who lack storage capacity should carefully
consider trends in future feed demand and technology before expanding.
One recent trend which affected storage was bulk handling of feed.
(2) Probably the most important problem among feed millers was
the low volume of business. This problem is also greatly affected by
seasonal variation. It should be pointed out that by increasing sales,
efficiency of plant and labor will thereby be increased, thus reducing per
unit cost. Many millers are considering feeding operations of their own
as a measure to counteract the low and seasonal volume of business.
(3) Credit to customers was a problem area. All of the millers sold
feed on credit. Many managers indicated that they often had trouble col-
lecting credit accounts. In addition to bad debt loss, credit increased the
amount of working capital required for operation of the mill. Feed mill
managers should revieiv their customer credit policies to help reduce bad
debt losses.
(4) Financing by the mill was another problem. Interest rates were
high and there were few known sources of credit. The average total in-
vestment, including working capital, was $80,000. Fijmncing requires
that obsolescence be kept in mind, as ivell as relative efficiencies of ma-
chines and labor, before deciding to initiate neiv capital investment.
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(5) Poor quality or lack o£ sales promotion was identified as a prob-
lem among feed mills. The need to increase the volume of business sug-
gested that the potentials of sales promotion have not been exploited.
The area of nonprice consideration in competing for the farmers' feed
business seemed to be unknown by managers. The feed mill industry is
also a service industry. There are additional services they can perform in
order to attract customers (e.g., livestock sales pavilion, postcard order
blanks, cooperation with county agent, one-day service policy, providing
servicemen) .
(6) Labor utilization was a problem area for most of the millers.
Labor efficiency was affected primarily by seasonality and the degree of
mechanization. Feed mill managers should consider some complementary
enterprises to improve labor use.
(7) As is always the case in a business firm, costs help determine
profits. However, most of the feed mill managers knew very little about
specific costs. In general, there was insufficient information on cost to
determine economic efficiency. Feed mill managers should give more at-
tention to their costs for each operation so they can measure their ef-
ficiency against other firms in the industry.
Suggested Areas for Further Research
The areas of further research needed to solve the main problems are:
1. Storage capacity—A study is needed to determine whether the ad-
dition of storage is economically justifiable in various situations. Also,
a study should be conducted on whether to follow the trend toward grain
banking. Along this line a study to determine frequency and volume
requirements of feed and ingredients might help to alleviate the lack
or excess of storage capacity or help to use storage more efficiently.
2. Sales—As many factors influence the volume of business, it is be-
lieved that any study which will have the direct or indirect objective of
increasing feed mill volume of sales will be helpful. In this area a study
on seasonal volume is needed. As mills consider entering feeding op-
erations to increase their volume, a study relating size of mill with size
of feeding operation also would benefit firms in the state.
3. Credit to customers—Credit to customers is an important research
problem. More information on extension of credit and collection of debts
by feed mills is needed.
4. Feed mill financing—Credit to the mill is another area of necessary
research. A study on availability, cost, and sources of mill financing
would be worthwhile to the feed mill industry. Also, a study on the type
of financing of feeding operations of a feed mill should be undertaken.
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Capital requirements on new machinery required by improved tech-
nology should be studied.
5. Sales promotion—The need and potential result of advertising
should be investigated. Research on services that a mill can perform to
attract customers should be explored.
6. Labor efficiency—l^ahor utilization was a problem area for most
of the mills. Labor efficiency as affected by seasonality, degree of mech-
anization and other factors should be studied. Also, research on handling
and processing of feed at the mill and at the farm should greatly benefit
the feed mill industry.
7. Feed mill co5^—Averages and ranges of costs of factors of produc-
tion per unit of output will give feed mill owners a guide as to their ef-
ficiency. This will give them a "yardstick" so they can evaluate their
own costs and take necessary action.
Additional research topics that should be considered for the future
are:
1. Contracting from mill and producers standpoint (mill and pro-
ducer contracting) .
2. Degree of economic diversification of feed mills.
3. Ways to improve the efficiency of feed mill operations.
4. Possibility of creating an association of feed mill owners.
5. Minimum facilities for efficient feed mills of different sizes in
Louisiana.
6. Accounting practices of feed mills and use of accounting records
in decision making.
Each of these topics was mentioned directly or indirectly by one or
more of the feed mills interviewed.
Implications
The Louisiana feed industry is expanding. Some changes within its
institutional framework have occurred and many more changes will be
made within the next decade. As Louisiana farmers adopt better feeding
practices and increase livestock numbers, the demand for feed will in-
crease and thus will increase the potential market for the feed mill in-
dustry.
As this growth takes place feed mills will encounter more problems.
Therefore, research on present problems will place feed mills in a bet-
ter position to meet the new problems that will arise. Solving these prob-
lems will benefit feed mills as well as farmers and consumers of end-
products.
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Appendix
A. Mail Questionnaire
CONFIDENTIAL
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS
LOUISIANA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
Name of Firm
4.
(Address) (Town or City) (Parish)
What is the nature of your businesspi (For example, feed, seed and fertilizer retail
store, feed mixing, sawmill, grain elevator, canning plant, etc.)
.
How long has this firm or its predecessor been in business?
Present type of ownership (Check one):
Private
.
Partnership
Other (Specify)
Type of physical organization (Check one):
Single plant
Part of national chain
Corporation
One of two or more in the state_
Other (Specify)
(a) Size of service area for this plant (Fill in blanks below):
North miles South
East miles West
.miles
miles
(b) Number of parishes served
What is the estimated replacement value of your facility?
Number of employees (Fill in appropriate blanks):
Type Permanent
Additional
for Seasonal Work
Male Female Male Female
Manager
Office Workers
Field Representatives
Servicemen
Laborers
Unskilled Operators
Others
9. Volume of gross business during a typical year (Check opposite appropriate
figure):
Under
25,000-
50,000-
75,000-
100,000-
125,000-
150,000-
175,000-
200,000-
250,000-
300,000-
$25,000
49,999
74,999
99,999
124,999
149,999
174,999
199,999
-249,999
-299,999
-349,999
350,000-
400,000-
450,000-
500,000-
600,000-
700,000-
800,000-
900,000-
399,999
449,999
499,999
599,999
699,999
799,999
899,999
999,999
1,000,000-1,499,999
1,500,000-1,999,999
2,000,000-over
] Note that the name of a firm does not always reflect the true nature of the business.
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B. Interview Schedule
CONFIDENTIAL
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS AND AGRIBUSINESS
LOUISIANA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
(Feed Mills)
' Date
Enumerator
Name of Firm -.
Location (address) Parish
Person Interviewed . .
Position with Firm -
—
1. a. How long has this firm or its predecessor been in business? .
b. Type of ownership: (single proprietorship, partnership, corporation, other) .
Original
.
.
Now
.
.
.—
.
Reasons changed : ^
c. Do you have any problems caused by type of ownership? Specify .
2. a. Have you made any major changes in your physical facilities in the last 10
years? Yes . No . Explain . .
b. Do you plan to make any major changes in the next 5 years? Yes .
No . Explain.^ .
3. Have you experienced any problems due to the lack of adequate facilities? (Loca-
tion, transportation, storage, equipment, size, design and arrangement of plant and
amount of automation) Explain .
4. Has zoning affected you in any way? Yes No Explain .
5. Do you think that additional mechanization would be a profitable investment
for you?
6. How much capital would be required to install the desired equipment?
7. a. AVhat is the estimated capacity of your feed mill per day on a one shift basis
(8 hours per day)?
b. What is your average production per day? .
8. How much storage capacity do you have for:
Bulk Sack
Capacity % Used Capacity % Used
Whole grain . .
Concentrates .
Processed feed . .
9. Do you have any problems associated with processing and storage? .
10. Is your firm operated jointly with a grain elevator, farm supply business, or other?
Explain . .
11. Is firm management separate from firm ownership? Yes No__ .
If yes, what type of decisions does ownership have to approve? Explain .
12. Are goals, standards or incentives established by your firm to stimulate manage-
ment's performance? Explain . . .
13. What government reports, trade journals or other publications do you use for
guidance and planning purposes? .
14. Do you have any problems associated with management?
15. What have been the trends in your business as to:
a. Volume ^
b. Sold or used in own operation
c. Custom mixing
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10. If you custom mix, what iugredients do you sell to the farmer?
a. Grain (specify) tons.
b. Concentrates . tons.
c. Other tons.
17. a. What percentage of your feed sales (tons) is sold in bulk?
b. Have you noticed any change in bulk buying by farmers during the last few
years? Yes No Explain .
c. What changes has bulk buying by farmers made in your operation? .
18. What percentage of your sales are delivered?
19. What type of animals do you prepare most of your feed for? (Example: broiler
feed, hog feed) '. .
Give percent of total feed prepared .
20. Do you sell on credit? Yes No
21. State percentage of feed sold to: (a) Wholesaler ; (b) Retailer,
(c) Farmers ; (d) Own Use ; (e) Others .
22. What do you do in the way of sales promotion?
23. Do you have agreements or contracts with producers or feed dealers to supply
feed? Explain
.
24. Do you ever experience difficulty in finding favorable outlets for your product?
25. List the raw materials that you most commonly buy?
Ingredients Produced locally Shipped in
(Tons or %) (Tons or %)
1.
2.
3.
4. ,
5. .
26. What are your purchasing arrangements? (consignment, cash payment, deferred
payment)
.
27. Do you ever experience difficulty in obtaining supplies of raw products needed
to fill anticipated needs? (time, quality, etc.) .
28. What is your total investment? .
a. Fixed facilities (resale value) .
1. Land .
2. Building .
3. Furniture, fixtures, vehicular equipment, etc. . -
b. Operating inventory (wholesale value)
1. Inventory of saleable supplies: Average Low Peak .
29. Is adequate financing a problem in your business?
30. a. What is the area served by your firm? North miles; East miles;
West miles; South miles.
b. How many feed mills are in and serve this area?
31. How close is your nearest competitor? miles?
32. Is your firm faced with competition from:
a. Direct sales from central plants (national known firms) ?
b. Mobile feed mills? .
c. Farmers installing their own grinding and mixing equipment?
d. Others?
33. How are prices determined by/for your firm regarding:
Supplies you buy? a. From farmers . . . .
b. From other sources
.
Products you sell? a. To dealers .
b. To farmers
(Independently of competition; follow the lead of a dominant firm; attempt tO'
meet competitors' prices; set price according to costs.)
Location
of Supplier
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34. Do any of your expense items represent a problem to your firm? (Labor, grain
and concentrates, etc.)
35. Does labor turnover cause any problems? Explain
36. Do you have any problems in obtaining, training, or keeping labor? Explain
37. Do you have any problem related to labor unions?
38. Number of employees.
Type Permanent Additional for Seasonal Work
IstQtr. 2ndQtr. 3rd Qtr. 4th Qtr.
Manager or supervisor '
Office workers:
Female
Male
Laborers . .
Others (specify) .
(Specify in cases where female except office workers)
39. What is the percentage of business done during the following periods?
Percent of Sales Percent of Purchases
$ Tons S Tons
January 1 - March 31 . .
April 1 - June 30 . .
July 1 - September 30 . . . .
October 1 - December 31 . . .
40. What have you done in the past to smooth out fluctuations in either sales, pur-
chases and j or processing?
41. What problems does seasonality of business present for your firm?
42. What feed mill services do farmers of your community most desire? .
43. Have federal farm programs affected your business appreciably? (Soil bank, acre-
age, reserve, new grain bill) . Explain .
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